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Stochastic order-based optimal design of a surface
reservoir–irrigation district system
Hosein Alizadeh and S. Jamshid Mousavi

ABSTRACT
This paper explores the effects of streamﬂow uncertainty and the type of stochastic order, which is
used for comparing stochastic variables, on optimal design of a reservoir multi-crop irrigation district
system. Four nonlinear mathematical programs with an economic objective function including
deterministic, stochastic-EXP with expected value order, stochastic-SD with stochastic dominance
(SD) order, and stochastic-EGCL with expected gain-conﬁdence limit (EGCL) order were developed.
Afterwards, the approaches of successive linear programming (SLP) and PSO–MC, which combines
particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm and Monte Carlo simulation (MC), to solve the programs
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were selected. Hajiarab Irrigation District located in Ghazvin Province of Iran was used as a case study
and the results obtained from using different programs and solution approaches were analyzed and
compared. Among the solution approaches, SLP could not solve the programs other than the
deterministic one while PSO–MC could ﬁnd at least good solutions, if not the global optima, for all the
programs. Among the main decision variables, the stochastic programs resulted in a reduced size of
irrigation district compared with that obtained by the deterministic program. Moreover, the programs
using stochastic orders other than a simple expected value converged at solutions different from the
solution reached by the expected value-based program.
Key words
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SSD

Second-degree stochastic dominance

Ω

Represents a stochastic order

Stochastic-EXP

Stochastic mathematical program using

a1

A parameter associated with the variable cost

expected value order
Stochastic-SD

Stochastic mathematical program using

term for dam construction
a2

SD order
Stochastic-EGCL Stochastic mathematical program using

cost per unit area of the irrigation district
b1

EGCL order
TSD

Third-degree stochastic dominance

A parameter associated with the construction
A parameter associated with the ﬁxed cost term
for dam construction

c

Index represents crops

c1

A parameter through which the operation and
maintenance costs of the dam are accounted

NOTATION
BFt

Baseline ﬂow required to support the ecosystem
water requirement at downstream of the reservoir in month t

CPc,t

Net irrigation water requirement at farm per unit
area of crop c in month t

CPc

Fraction representing the share of crop c in total
cultivation area

CPCc

Production cost of crop c per unit area

E(.)

Expected value function

Fi(.)

Cumulative distribution function of economic
return of project i

IAs,y

Total irrigated area in the year y of the scenario
(outcome) s

IE

Irrigation efﬁciency factor

K

Reservoir capacity

LB

Lower bound for crop pattern

for as a percentage of the construction cost
c2

A factor associated with the O&M cost per unit

fi(.)

Probability density function of economic return

s

Index represents stochastic scenarios

x

Attribute level of project return

y

Index represents years

γ

Discount factor

λ

Parameter of EGCL order which indicates risk

area of the irrigation district
of project i

attitude of a decision-maker
μi

Mean of the economic return measure associated
with project i

σi

Standard deviation of the economic return
measure associated with project i

INTRODUCTION

MaxLand The maximum irrigable land for cultivation
NPV
Pec

Present value of net beneﬁt achieved from irriga-

Irrigation planning and management under uncertainty, for-

tion over a long-term horizon

mulated within the framework of stochastic programming

Price of crop c per unit mass

(SP), has been widely considered in the literature. Most

PVB

Present value of beneﬁt

often, existing literature considers uncertainty of the rainfall,

PVC

Present value of cost

reservoir inﬂow, and sometimes demand (evapotranspira-

Qs,y,t

Volume of water entered into the reservoir in

tion requirement) and is limited to systems of a reservoir

month t of year y of scenario s

and a single-crop irrigation district (de Lucia ; Dudley

Volume of water released from the reservoir in

et al. a, b, ; Dudley & Burt ).

Rs,y,t

month t of year y of scenario s

Stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) is among the

Ss,y,t

Reservoir storage at the beginning of month t

models extensively used in irrigation planning and man-

TIA

Area of the irrigation district

agement under uncertainty. Such models have been

UB

Upper bound for crop pattern

used to deal with: (1) determination of optimum inter-sea-

Yc

Mass of actual yield of crop c per unit cultivated

sonal water allocation and irrigation area in a reservoir-

area

farm-aquifer system considering rainfall and streamﬂow
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uncertainty (de Lucia ); (2) determination of opti-

solved using a Monte Carlo simulation (MC) approach in

mum intra-seasonal water allocation in a system with a

which a large number of realizations of stochastic processes

known reservoir storage and irrigation area allowing for

and random variables are input to a deterministic optimiz-

stochasticity of rainfall and irrigation requirement in a

ation model (e.g., Cutore et al. ; Savic et al. ). To

short-term framework (Dudley et al. a); (3) determi-

increase the computational efﬁciency, some studies have

nation of optimal seasonal acreage using a medium-term

concentrated on using analytical methods such as ﬁrst-

model (Dudley et al. b); (4) determination of optimum

order reliability method (e.g., Tolson et al. ; Babayan

irrigation area by a long-term model (Dudley et al. );

et al. ).

and ﬁnally, (5) integration of the problems related to

While the results of stochastic decision analysis depend

optimal reservoir design and allocation policies with con-

on the type of the stochastic order considered (Tung & Yang

siderations regarding uncertainty of rainfall, runoff, and

), all the above-mentioned models have used simple tra-

demand (Dudley & Burt ). SDP models, however,

ditional stochastic orders of expected value and mean-

suffer from the curse of dimensionality problems, in

variance. This is because traditional methods may fail in sol-

which computational burden increases exponentially

ving stochastic programs in the presence of stochastic orders

with the number of state variables (crops). Therefore,

other than simple expected value and mean-variance.

Dudley & Hearn () considered the use of appropriate

Although there are a number of studies using non-traditional

limited state variables representing a reservoir–irrigation

stochastic orders in agricultural and irrigation decision

district system in an SDP model, where the soil water

analysis (e.g., Anderson et al. ; Harris & Mapp ),

content of the irrigation district was observed to be

they have not been presented in an SP framework. This

more signiﬁcant than reservoir deﬁcit (a state variable

paper presents different formulations of SP with respect to

representing the deﬁcit in reservoir storage to supply

the type of stochastic order used in economic evaluation

required soil water content of irrigation district) in a

of a reservoir multi-crop irrigation project.

reservoir–irrigation district system.

The solutions to the models presented in this paper will

When the number of crops increases, the strategy of

optimally determine the reservoir’s active capacity, area of

selecting the state variables fails to work properly because

irrigation district, and crop pattern as the most inﬂuential

for each crop, a state variable should be considered, which

design parameters (variables) affecting beneﬁt–cost evalu-

results in a large number of state variables that is not tract-

ation of a reservoir–irrigation district project. The models

able by SDP models. Therefore, alternative approaches

are solved by a hybrid method integrating particle swarm

that integrate SDP with other models, e.g., dynamic pro-

optimization (PSO) and MC. The methodology includes

gramming (DP), linear programming (LP) and nonlinear

the procedure of the probabilistic economic evaluation of

programming (NLP), need to be used. In this regard,

the project that compares the project’s alternatives based

multi-crop models of stochastic irrigation planning and man-

on the adopted stochastic orders. Detailed introduction of

agement have been used in determining optimum crop

the two stochastic orders known as stochastic dominance

pattern and water allocation policies using SDP-LP

(SD) and expected gain-conﬁdence limit (EGCL) for prob-

(Dudley et al. ). Paudyal & Manguerra () solved

abilistic economic evaluation of projects can be found in

the same problem taking uncertainty of rainfall and stream-

the following section. The section after that describes the

ﬂow into account through an SDP-DP model. Vedula &

problem of designing a reservoir multi-crop irrigation dis-

Mujumdar () applied an SDP-DP model for optimizing

trict under hydrological uncertainty, which is formulated

reservoir operation and water allocation policies with a

as an SP model, and the solution approach, i.e., PSO–MC.

known crop pattern considering uncertainty of reservoir

The results of applying the proposed stochastic programs

inﬂow, after that LP replaced DP to improve the compu-

to the optimal design problem of the Hajiarab irrigation

tational efﬁciency (Vedula & Kumar ). Ghahraman &

system, located in Ghazvin Province of Iran, are presented

Sepaskhah () used NLP instead of LP to account for

in the results and discussion section. The ﬁnal section

nonlinearity of crop yield functions. SPs have also been

ends the paper with a summary and conclusions.
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This feature in project evaluation might be an attribute of
any economic performance measure, such as B/C or NPV.

The behavior of a decision-maker can be considered as risk

Project 1 dominates project 2 if the probability density func-

aversion, risk neutral, or risk taking. Due to the fear of poss-

tion (PDF) of project 1, f1(x), dominates that of project 2,

ible failure of an intended project performance caused by

f2(x). This is called SD condition. In theory, the SD test

uncertainties, most public investment decision-makers,

can be performed to any degree involving multiple integrals

especially water-resource project managers, are risk averse

of the difference in the cumulative distribution functions

(Tung & Yang ); thus, the procedure of project econ-

(CDFs) of the economic performance measure associated

omic evaluation used in this study takes the risk averse

with two project alternatives.
In the ﬁrst-degree stochastic dominance (FSD) test, no

behavior of decision-makers as an assumption.
There are a number of criteria and measures to evaluate

risk attitude of any type is assumed. The basic assumption

the economic performance of a project, such as net present

is that a decision-maker prefers more of an attribute, x

value (NPV), beneﬁt-over-cost ratio (B/C), internal rate of

(such as NPV), to less. The FSD test states that project j

return (IRR), etc., among which, NPV is used in this study.

dominates project i if

Consider maximization of NPV as the objective function of

ðx

a project selection or ranking problem or an optimization
problem in which NPV is a function of some stochastic vari-

∞




fi ðzÞ  fj ðzÞ dz ¼ Fi ðxÞ  Fj ðxÞ  0

(1)

ables. In this case, comparison of any two project alternatives

for all levels of attribute x with a strict inequality for at least

or solutions requires the knowledge of the statistical proper-

some x. Also, Fi represents the CDF of the economic

ties of the NPV which is a function of decision variables.

measure for project i. In the case of the FSD test being inde-

The frequently used statistical property of a project return

cisive, the two projects are non-dominant or efﬁcient. Then

that is characterized by NPV is the expected value of the pro-

the relative preference of the two projects can further be

ject return by which different solutions are compared.

tested by the second-degree stochastic dominance (SSD)

However, the use of expected return may not account for

test. In the SSD test, the procedure further assumes that

the full extent of the uncertainty associated with the project’s

the decision-maker is risk averse. Based on the SSD test,

return; hence more complete statistical information of an

project j dominates project i if

economic performance measure, carried by the variance, per-

ðx

centiles, or even the probability distribution function, than
the ﬁrst moment should be taken into consideration (Tung
et al. ). Accordingly, two probabilistic project evaluation
procedures proposed by Tung & Yang (), which were
built upon the stochastic orders of SD and EGCL, are
employed in this study to optimize the design of a hydrosystem including a dam and a downstream irrigation district.
The procedure which is used to compare the solutions based
on the mentioned stochastic orders is described in the following sections.

∞



Fi ðzÞ  Fj ðzÞ dz  0

(2)

for all levels of attribute x with a strict inequality that holds
for some x. The SSD test involves an evaluation of integration of CDF of the two project returns. Again, if the
SSD test is indecisive, the third-degree stochastic dominance
(TSD) test can be conducted which further assumes that the
risk aversion of the decision-maker diminishes as the return
gets larger and the attitude towards risk could not drastically
change from risk aversion to risk taking. The decision rule of

Stochastic dominance (SD)

the TSD test is that project j dominates project i if and only
 
if, E Xj  EðXi Þ, and

The concept of SD was ﬁrst used in ﬁnance for portfolio

ðx

selection problems (La Cava ). For an expected-utility

∞

ð x
∞





Fi ðz0 Þ  Fj ðz0 Þ dz0 dz  0

maximizing decision-maker, assume that her/his utility (or
preference level) increases as the attribute, x, increases.
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(Baumol ). Also, σi and σj are standard deviations of
the return measure for the projects.
The sign of λ indicates the risk attitude of a decision-

Tung et al. (). Suppose there are two projects i and j

maker. For a risk-averse decision-maker, λ is negative

to be compared.
1. Feasibility test: A project is considered feasible if the
mean value of NPV is non-negative. The requirement of
non-negative expected NPV ensures that the aggregate
cost for the project can be – at least in the long run –

valued, while it is zero for a risk-neutral decision-maker,
and for a risk-taking person, λ is positive valued. The
larger the positive value of λ, the more aggressive (optimistic) the decision-maker will be.

recovered by the aggregate beneﬁt. The decision rule at

Based on EGCL, one can use the following procedure

this step is to eliminate those projects with negative

when comparing project alternatives under uncertainty

expected NPV from further consideration.
2. FSD test: If both of the projects pass the feasibility test,

(Tung & Yang ):
1. Feasibility test: Same as the SD procedure.

the FSD test is conducted according to Equation (1).

2. If the two projects remain efﬁcient after the feasibility

When the FSD test is indecisive and the two projects

test, one can evaluate them further based on EGCL cri-

remain efﬁcient, the SSD test is then performed if the

teria in which project i dominates project j if μi> μj and
μi þ λ:σ i  μj þ λ:σ j or μi ¼ μj and μi þ λ:σ i > μj þ λ:σ j .

decision-maker is risk averse.
3. SSD test: To carry out the SSD test, one can apply

3. The same as the ﬁnal test described in the SD procedure.

Equation (2) for all possible values of NPV based on
which a decision is made about whether the two projects
under consideration are efﬁcient, or one project dominates the other. When a deﬁnite conclusion cannot be
made, the TSD test can be applied for further evaluation.

IRRIGATION PLANNING AND RESERVOIR DESIGN

4. TSD test: With an assumption of decreasing risk-aversion
behavior of the decision-maker, one may use Equation (3)

General stochastic program (GSP)

over all possible values of NPV to provide information
about the relative dominance between the two projects.

The case study system considered in this paper includes a

5. Final test: It is possible that an evaluation procedure

dam reservoir and a downstream irrigation district. The

remains indecisive after applying the ﬁrst four screening

aim is to ﬁnd the optimum values of reservoir capacity,

steps. To choose the most economically efﬁcient project,

area of the irrigation district, and crop pattern. These

one can make the decision by using the following rule:

design variables – affecting the procedure of economic

if



Pr NPV i  NPV j

>0:5, project i dominates project j:
<0:5,

project j dominates project i:

evaluation of the project – are considered as decision variables. Moreover, inﬂows to the reservoir are assumed to
(4)

be random variables of a stochastic process, causing the
economic return from the project to be uncertain. The problem can be formulated in the form of a general stochastic
program (GSP). The GSP formulation is represented below:

Expected gain-conﬁdence limit (EGCL)

Max
Ω

Based on the EGCL rule, project i dominates project j if
μi  μj and μi þ λ:σ i  μj þ λ:σ j for a suitably chosen value

NPV ¼ PVB  PVC

s.t.

for λ and without holding both equalities simultaneously,
where μi and μj are means of the economic return measure,
e.g., NPV, associated with, respectively, projects i and j
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crop per unit mass, Pec, actual crop yield per unit cultivated
area, Yc, and the area under cultivation of the crop,

CPc :CPCc

þ ða1 :K þ b1 Þð1 þ c1 Þ þ a2 :TIA:ð1 þ c2 Þ

Journal of Hydroinformatics

(7)
∀s,

IAs,y × CPc . Note that IAs,y is the total irrigated area in
year y of scenario (outcome) s, and CPs is a fraction representing the share of crop c in total cultivation area. As

LBc  CPc  UBc

∀c,

(8)

explained later, total cultivation area (IAs,y) is determined
for each year of each time series (scenario) of reservoir
inﬂow, separately. Finally, the present value of gross beneﬁt,

X

CPc ¼ 1,
c

(9)

PVB, is determined considering a cash ﬂow diagram for the
beneﬁt achieved during the project’s lifetime.

TIA  MaxLand,

(10)

The present value of cost can also be determined
through Equation (7), which incorporates three constituents.

Max

IAs,y

∀s, y,

(11)

The ﬁrst term on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of Equation (7) is
present value of production costs over the project life, where
CPCc is production cost of crop c per unit area. The second

s.t.

term represents capital and maintenance costs of dam construction as a linear function of reservoir capacity, K. Note

Ss,y,tþ1 ¼ Ss,y,t þ Qs,y,t  Rs,y,t

BFt þ IAs,y ×

X

∀t,

(12)

cost and the ﬁxed cost terms for dam construction and c1 is a

!,
CPc × CDc,t

that a1 and b1 are, respectively, associated with the variable
constant accounting for operation and maintenance (O&M)

IE  Rs,y,t

∀t,

(13)

c

cost as a percentage of the construction cost. The last represents capital and maintenance cost of the irrigation
district as a linear function of its area, i.e., TIA. Note that

Ss,y,t  K

∀t,

(14)

a2 is a factor associated with the construction cost per unit
area of the irrigation district, while c2 represents a factor
associated with its O&M cost. Finally, the present value of

IAs,y  TIA

(15)

total cost, PVC, is determined considering a cash ﬂow diagram for different cost components during the project’s

The objective function of the stochastic program is the

lifetime.

maximization – in the stochastic order sense – of NPV

Crop pattern (CP), which is a vector consisting of

which is achieved by the project construction over a long-

elements of fraction of area under cultivation of a crop to

term horizon as expressed in Equation (5), where Ω is the

the total irrigated area, is constrained by upper and lower

stochastic order. The expression of ‘maximization in the sto-

bounds (inequality (Equation (8)). The bounds, LB and

chastic order sense’ represented by Max emphasizes the fact

UB, are estimated based on socio-economic studies. It is

that the program aims to ﬁnd the optimum solution(s) that

obvious that the sum of elements of the crop pattern

dominates other solutions based on stochastic orders. PVB

vector must be equal to unity (Equation (9)). Also, size

Ω

and PVC are, respectively, the vectors of present values of

(area) of irrigation district is ﬁnite and must be smaller

beneﬁt and cost. These vectors consist of the outcomes of

than the total land available as stated by inequality

random variables of the present value of beneﬁt and present

(Equation (10)), where Maxland is the maximum irrigable

value of cost, respectively.

land for cultivation.

The present value of beneﬁt – based on crop yields and

The above stochastic program is a multi-year long-term

prices – is determined through Equation (6), where γ rep-

optimization scheme which includes yearly short-term

resents the discount factor. The revenue due to cultivation

optimization schemes. In this program, uncertainty of reser-

of crop c in year y is estimated by product of the price of

voir inﬂows can be dealt with by using the MC approach,
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incorporating several scenarios (time series) of reservoir

releases from the reservoir, and the amounts of water allo-

inﬂow into the program. Each scenario will result in an out-

cated to different crops.

come of other dependent random variables and stochastic
processes of interest involved in the model formulation.

Methodology

The objective function of short-term optimization schemes
(Equation (11)), whose value is evaluated separately for

The goal of the study is to evaluate the effects of streamﬂow

each year of each scenario (time series), is maximization

uncertainty and the type of stochastic order on optimal

of the irrigated area. The short-term schemes are, respect-

design of a surface reservoir–irrigation district system

ively, constrained by reservoir balance equations, irrigation

using the GSP presented above. Accordingly, four math-

water requirement, baseline ﬂow, bounds on reservoir
storages, and an upper bound on the irrigated area according to Equations (11) to (15), where Rs,y,t and Qs,y,t are,
respectively, volumes of water released from and entered
into the reservoir in month t of year y of scenario s, and
Ss,y,t is reservoir storage at the beginning of month t. CDc,t
is net irrigation water requirement at farm per unit area of
crop c in month t, IE is an irrigation efﬁciency factor as
the fraction of water volume that effectively supplies the
crop water requirement to water volume withdrawn from
the source. BFt is the baseline ﬂow required to support the
ecosystem water requirement at downstream of reservoir
in month t. Other variables are already deﬁned.
Inequality (Equation (13)) ensures that the water
released from the reservoir in each time step must be greater
than or equal to total irrigation water requirement plus baseline ﬂow, while inequalities (Equation (14)) and (Equation
(15)) limit the reservoir’s storage volume and irrigated area
to active reservoir capacity, K, and area of irrigation district,
TIA respectively.
The short-term optimization schemes associated with
different years of a scenario are connected by the reservoir
balance constraints (Equation (12)): stating that the reservoir storage at the beginning of each year must equal the
reservoir storage at the end of the previous year.
The presented framework is able to model different time
horizons that should be considered in irrigation planning.
Although the design variables, i.e., the area of irrigation district, the reservoir capacity, and crop pattern, are estimated
for a long horizon (usually a 50-year period), the cultivation

ematical programs are derived including:
1. Deterministic: This program, which can help us better
understand the role of inﬂow uncertainty, includes only
one scenario (50-year monthly time series) of reservoir
inﬂow. As a result, the program will result in only one
outcome of the dependent random variable (NPV). The
program is called deterministic because it does not consider the uncertainty of streamﬂow process, so the
uncertainty of the resulting net return from the project
(NPV) is neglected.
2. Stochastic-EXP: Uncertainty of the reservoir inﬂow process causes the variables of the reservoir’s storage and
release, yearly irrigated area, beneﬁt, production cost,
and consequently NPV to become random variables. To
take the uncertainty issue into account using the MC
approach, the presented GSP is solved for a large
number of inﬂow scenarios, each of which will generate
a realization of NPV. In this program, the stochastic
order of expected value (EXP) of NPV is used in evaluating the objective function values and comparing different
solutions in the GSP.
3. Stochastic-SD: This program is different from stochasticEXP only in the adopted stochastic order. To evaluate
dominance relation between each of two alternatives
(solutions), a stochastic order based on SD – as described
earlier – is used in this case.
4. Stochastic-EGCL: The stochastic order used in this program is based on EGCL while other properties are the
same as those of stochastic-EXP.

area under irrigation could vary in each year depending on
hydrologic conditions. The long-term optimization scheme

Solution approaches

determines the long-run decision variables, while the
short-term optimization schemes determine the best values

All the stochastic programs explained above are nonlinear

of state variables of irrigated area in each year, monthly

programs. In solving the above nonlinear programs, two
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solution approaches are assessed. The ﬁrst approach is

distributed in [0,1]; and n ¼ 1,2,…., nmax, represents the iter-

PSO–MC, which is a combination of PSO algorithm and

ation number.

MC. To evaluate how well this approach performs, we com-

The PSO algorithm, which is one of the potential

pare it with the well-known gradient-based solution

approaches of global optimization, was selected in this

approach of nonlinear optimization, i.e., successive linear

study to be combined with serially linked linear programs

programming (SLP) (Bazaraa et al. ).

within a MC framework to solve the presented nonlinear
stochastic programs. Regarding the parameter values of

Particle swarm optimization (PSO)

the PSO, experimental results advise that the initial value
of the inertia weight, ω, be large enough, in order to promote

The PSO method is a member of the evolutionary compu-

global exploration of the search space, and decrease it

tation techniques that belong to the wide category of swarm

gradually to get more reﬁned solutions (Shi & Eberhart

intelligence methods for solving global optimization pro-

). Therefore, an initial value around 1.2 and a gradual

blems proposed by Kennedy & Eberhart (). It has been

decline towards 0 was used in this study. Parameters c1

also used in several water-resource applications (e.g., Mousavi

and c2 were taken equal to 0.5 based upon the suggestions

& Shourian a, b). In this algorithm, a population

provided by Parsopoulos & Vrahatis (). The constriction

(swarm) of potential solutions to the problem under consider-

factor, x, was also set to 0.9.

ation is used to probe the search space using some individuals
(particles) that all have an adaptable velocity (position

PSO–MC approach

change), according to which it moves in the search space.
Suppose that each particle is a candidate solution equiv-

The PSO–MC solution approach consists of two modules of

alent to a point in a D-dimensional space, so the i-th particle


can be represented as Xi ¼ xi,1 , xi,2 , : . . . , xi,D . Therefore,

PSO and MC. The serially linked yearly short-term optimiz-

each particle ﬂies through the search space, depending on


two important positions Pi ¼ pi,1 , pi,2 , : . . . pi,D , which is

(Bixby ) within a MC framework, whereas the long-

the best position that particle i has found so far (p-best),


and Pg ¼ pg,1 , pg,2 , : . . . , pi,D , which is the global best pos-

heuristic PSO algorithm. The PSO–MC method takes advan-

ition (g-best) which has been identiﬁed in the entire

nonlinearity of functions and, at the same time, the compu-

population. The change of i-th particle’s position is given


by its velocity Vi ¼ vi,1 , vi,2 , : . . . vi,D . Equation (16) updates

tation efﬁciency of LP solvers.

the velocity for each particle in the next iteration step,

records of monthly reservoir inﬂow are taken, and a suitable

whereas Equation (17) updates each particle’s position in

probability distribution is ﬁtted to data of each month. Using

the search space:

the ﬁtted probability distributions, one hundred 50-year time

ation schemes are solved by revised simplex algorithm
term scheme (the main part of GSP) is solved by the metatage of meta-heuristic optimization techniques in handling

Before starting the PSO–MC approach, historical

series (scenarios) of monthly inﬂow are generated. The genn
n
n
n
n
n
n
vnþ1
i,d ¼ x ωvi,d þ c1 r1 pi,d  xi,d þ c2 r2 pg,d  xi,d

(16)

n
nþ1
xnþ1
i,d ¼ xi,d þ vi,d

(17)

erated time series are input to the PSO–MC approach.
At each iteration of PSO algorithm, different candidate
solutions are generated based on the location and velocity
equations (Equations (16) and (17)). Meanwhile, the objective function value of each candidate solution can be

where d ¼ 1,2,….,D; i ¼ 1,2,….,N and N is the size of the

evaluated only after solving serially linked yearly linear pro-

swarm; x is called constriction factor which is used in con-

grams. This is because IAy values in Equations (5) to (7)

strained optimization problems in order to control the

(values of total area under irrigation in each year) are the

magnitude of the velocity; ω is called inertia weight; c1, c2

variables reﬂecting the effect of stochastic reservoir inﬂow

are two positive constants, called cognitive and social par-

and reservoir operation on the objective function. Also as

ameters, respectively; r1, r2 are random numbers uniformly

stated before, the objective function of GSP, i.e., NPV, is a
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random variable; therefore by means of each inﬂow scenario,

master part within which MC is called for objective function

a realization of objective function’s value – i.e., a realization

evaluation of the candidate solutions. As described in the

of NPV random variable – is obtained. Upon repeating the

section PSO, PSO is an iterative algorithm by which the

same procedure within the MC module for all the generated

feasible space is searched to ﬁnd the best or near-best sol-

scenarios (times series) of inﬂow process, a large number of

ution. To do so, several candidate solutions are randomly

realized values of NPV result for each candidate solution,

generated ﬁrst which are improved then in subsequent iter-

from which the required statistics of NPV can be estimated.

ations of the algorithm based upon their objective function

For stochastic-EXP, only the expected value of NPV is eval-

values. This means that the objective function value of

uated while for stochastic-EGCL, the standard deviation is

each candidate solution must be evaluated. For objective

also estimated. For stochastic-SD, the CDF of NPV is esti-

function evaluation, the MC procedure, which is about sol-

mated. The statistics and CDF of NPV, depending on the

ving serially linked yearly linear programs, is performed

stochastic order used in each of the programs, are used sub-

for determining the values of the variables used in the objec-

sequently to check the optimality (objective function

tive function. In other words, the MC procedure is

evaluation) of the candidate solutions. This procedure

embedded in the PSO for objective function evaluation of

leads to the selection of the solutions (particles) of interest,

each candidate solution.

p-best and g-best, at each iteration of the PSO module and
continues until the PSO stopping criterion is met.

It is worth mentioning that the constraints of the GSP
associated with the short-term optimization schemes are sat-

Figure 1 illustrates the ﬂow diagram of the PSO–MC

isﬁed through the simplex method. All other constraints are

approach, schematically. In this approach the PSO is the

linear (constraints (8) to (10)). The bound inequalities (8)

Figure 1

|

Schematic ﬂow diagram of PSO–MC approach.
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and (10) are met while generating the values of candidate sol-

while price and production costs and other input data

utions within the bounds in the ﬁrst iteration of PSO. Then

have been collected from agro-economic studies (Abanpajoh

the feasibility of the solutions are checked in the next iter-

Consulting Eng. Co. b). Irrigation efﬁciency was esti-

ations of the PSO, where CP and TIA values are modiﬁed

mated to be about 36% (Abanpajoh Consulting Eng. Co.

in case of any constraint violation. Therefore, a repairing

c). Construction and maintenance costs for the dam

strategy has been adopted for constraint handling in the PSO.

and the irrigation district systems were estimated based on
the system’s characteristics and the economic data available
(Abanpajoh Consulting Eng. Co. c). The values of constant coefﬁcients in Equation (7) were obtained as: a1 ¼

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

899, b1 ¼ 500000, c1 ¼ 0.6, a2 ¼ 250, and c2 ¼ 3, where the
Iranian Rial (IR) is the monetary unit. Discount factor was

Case study

considered equal to 6%.

Hajiarab agricultural area located in Ghazvin Province of
Iran faces water scarcity in supplying agricultural water
requirements. The largest part of water demand in this
region is supplied by groundwater resources; hence the
groundwater level has been gradually decreasing in recent
years. To prevent aquifer degradation, groundwater exploitation should be considerably reduced. As a result,
construction of the Balakhanlo Dam on the Hajiarab River
has been planned in order to supply water to the downstream
irrigation district. The plan’s objective is to maximize the
economic beneﬁt resulting from the agricultural production
while

sustaining

surface

and

groundwater

resources

(Abanpajoh Consulting Eng. Co. a).
Table 1 presents the crop pattern and the data used as
input to the optimization model. The yield of each crop
has been estimated based on FAO guidelines (FAO ),

A 30-year streamﬂow record was available at a hydrometric station near the Balakhanlo Dam’s reservoir
entrance point. After comparing the goodness-of-ﬁt measures
for three types of probability distributions of normal, lognormal, and exponential, a log-normal distribution was
selected and ﬁtted to historical data of each month. The
distributions were then used to generate 100 scenarios of
50-year monthly inﬂow time series. This means that 100 ×
50 ¼ 5,000 linear programs are solved in the MC module
for each candidate solution being evaluated by PSO.
Table 2 compares the statistical characteristics of historical
and generated data.
Deterministic program
Table 3 presents the values of different constituents of NPV
for the optimum solution of the deterministic program. The
gross beneﬁt achieved from irrigation in the region is about

Table 1

|

Agro-economic characteristics of crops in the Hajiarab region; monetary unit is
the Iranian Rial (IR)

words, the cost of the project and the net beneﬁt achieved
are approximately the same.

CP bounds (%)
Crop

Upper

Lower

two times larger than the associated net beneﬁt. In other

Maximum yield

Price (1,000

Total cost (1,000

(ton/ha)

Rials/ha)

Rials/ha)

1

35

25

11

750

2,131

2

20

11

15

750

4,969.5

3

8

5

4

1,200

1,452.5

4

15

13

30

500

8,737.5

5

10

7

3,500

2,720.5

6

7

4

15

750

4,969.5

7

8

5

30

550

8,805.7

8

10

8

25

600

7,514.5

9

7

2

1,500

1,696.5

2.5

4.5
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The signiﬁcance of the irrigation district area among the
other decision variables is clear, as the largest component of
the cost is related to the production cost, which mainly
depends on the irrigation district area. Also, the beneﬁt
value depends on the revenue gained from agriculture
which is directly related to the irrigation district area.
The deterministic program was solved by two different
solution approaches of SLP and PSO–MC. As expected,
the SLP approach was faster than the PSO–MC with an
objective function value 1.2004 × 108 very close (a difference
less than 0.1%) to that of the PSO–MC 1.1996 × 108. This

Economic analysis of the results of deterministic program

0.993

shows the suitability of the PSO–MC in ﬁnding a good or a

1.4 (1.4)
1.3 (1.2)

0.7 (0.7)

0.0 (0.0)

0.5 (0.5)
0.3 (0.3)

0.4 (0.4)

2.7 (2.4)

1.8 (1.6)

0.7 (0.7)

1.3 (1.2)
1.4 (1.6)

0.7 (0.7)

0.9 (0.9)
3.1 (3.7)

2.2 (2.4)

1.9 (5.3)

0.0 (0.0)
0.0 (0.0)

0.9 (0.9)
0.8 (0.9)
1.2 (1.2)

5.2 (5.2)
5.2 (5.6)
3.0 (3.0)

5.6 (5.6)
6.2 (6.5)
2.5 (2.6)

11.8 (39.0)

0.5 (0.3)
0.3 (0.0)

0.3 (0.2)

23.7 (59.4)
28.0 (59.1)
18.7 (60.4)

3.7 (16.4)

from the two approaches was in the variable of irrigation district, while their optimal capacities of the dam were almost
the same. Table 4 presents more details in this regard. Results
equal to 50 million cubic meters. Also, about 30% of the possible cultivated area is irrigated by the surface reservoir while
plied by ground water resources.
Some interesting observations on optimum crop pattern
can be seen. Optimum crop pattern depends on the interaction between the net beneﬁt per hectare (difference of
production beneﬁt and cost) and the irrigation water
requirement of each crop. In Table 4, crops with a smaller
net beneﬁt or water demand, i.e., Crop 3, Crop 7, Crop 8,

May

11.0 (100.7)

ables’ values were different. The biggest difference resulting

the remaining part of the total cultivated area should be sup-

Apr

Aug

values of the two approaches, their decision and state vari-

suggest constructing the Balakhanlo Dam with a capacity

Mar

Jul

near-global solution to the problem.
Despite the closeness of the best objective function

0.0 (0.0)

3.3 (12.8)

0.6 (0.5)

2.193

Cost

0.9 (0.9)

1.206

0.5 (0.5)

Net beneﬁt

0.9 (0.9)

Present value (108 Rials)

0.8 (0.7)

Economic coefﬁcients

0.9 (0.8)

0.7 (0.4)

2013

2.2 (4.7)

15.0 (9.4)

|

0.1 (0.1)

22.8 (23.3)

15.2

3.2 (8.7)

2.3 (6.6)

|

|

0.1 (0.0)

68.1 (132.7)

Table 3

Journal of Hydroinformatics

Beneﬁt

0.0 (0.0)

Dec

Stochastic optimization of a surface reservoir–irrigation district system

Crop 9, and Crop 6, are cultivated as much as possible
with CPc values close to their maximum bounds. Because

1.2 (1.2)

0.6 (0.6)

0.5 (0.5)

1.0 (1.0)

0.7 (0.7)

0.7 (0.7)
Co. Var.

0.3 (0.2)
0.1 (0.1)
Minimum
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Std. Dev.

2.7 (5.6)
4.3 (8.1)
Maximum

Mean

Feb
Jan

of improper conditions of these two factors, Crop 1 and

Month

series

|
Table 2

|

Jun

Sep

Oct

Nov

Annual

H. Alizadeh & S. J. Mousavi

Characteristics of hydrologic data; the unit is million cubic meter (mcm); while the presented numbers are associated with the historical record, the numbers in parentheses are related to synthetically generated time
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Crop 5 have been kept at their minimum (lower bound) cultivation area. Crop 2 is modest because of its mediocre
situation in terms of the two mentioned factors.

Number of hydrologic scenarios
A sensitivity analysis was carried out to evaluate the effect of
the number of inﬂow scenarios (time series) on the statistics
of the objective function, i.e., expected value and standard
deviation of NPV. Figure 2(a) shows the results: the curves
of expected value of NPV were sketched with respect to
the decision variable of the district area. The curves associated with the different number of samples are slightly
different. Although a 250-scenario case, whose result is
almost the same as a 1,000-scenario case, is more preferable,
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Results of deterministic program

Optimum solution
Decision variables

SLP

Irrigation district size (ha)
Crop pattern (%)

|

PSO–MC

Max

Min

Net beneﬁt (1,000
Rials/ha)

Demand (m3/ha/
year)

Value

Value

Rank

Rank

50

50

50

0

–

–

–

–

3,028

2,383

10,000

0

–

–

–

–

6,119
6,281
3,348
6,263
6,030
6,281
7,694
7,486
5,054

6
3
9
5
7
3
1
2
8

8,868
7,474
3,869
7,038
7,422
6,037
6,977
7,484
4,412

9
7
1
5
6
3
4
8
2

Reservoir active capacity (mcm)

Figure 2

|

Crop 1
Crop 2
Crop 3
Crop 4
Crop 5
Crop 6
Crop 7
Crop 8
Crop 9

25.0
13.0
8.0
15.0
7.0
7.0
8.0
10.0
7.0

25.4
11.2
8.1
15.1
7.8
7.0
8.1
10.1
7.1

35.0
20.0
8.0
15.0
10.0
7.0
8.0
10.0
7.0

25.0
11.0
5.0
13.0
7.0
4.0
5.0
8.0
2.0

Effect of the number of inﬂow samples (time series) on the expected value of NPV (a) and its standard deviation (b).

a 100-scenario case could also be acceptable considering the

approaches to solving the stochastic programs – which are

computational burden of the PSO–MC approach. In spite of

more complex than the deterministic one – the stochastic-

the fact that the expected values of NPV for 250-scenario

EXP program was solved ﬁrst by SLP. The program con-

and 1,000-scenario cases are very close, the cases are

sisted of 125,417 variables and 205,127 constraints,

more different with respect to standard deviation of NPV

compared with the deterministic program with 1,270 vari-

(Figure 2(b)). One can see a similar trend in the variation

ables and 1,881 constraints. The SLP solver was not able

of standard deviation while the area of irrigation district

to ﬁnd any solution and after spending many iterations

increases.

failed to solve the problem. Seifi & Hipel () showed
how incorporating multiple inﬂow scenarios in a long-term

Comparison of solution approaches

reservoir operation planning with stochastic inﬂows leads
to a very large deterministic equivalent model which is

As stated in the previous section, both SLP and PSO–MC

hard to solve using conventional optimization methods.

approaches managed to solve the deterministic program

They presented an efﬁcient interior-point optimization

and their optimum objective function values were nearly

algorithm for solving the resulting equivalent problem by

the same. To test and compare capabilities of these

taking advantage of the speciﬁc structure of the problem.
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Comparison of the results of different programs

Stochastic-EGCL
Models

Deterministic

Stochastic-EXP

Stochastic-SD

λ¼1

λ ¼ 10

Dam active capacity (mcm)

50.00

50.00

49.81

49.43

49.63

Crop pattern (%)

25
11
8
15
8
7
8
10
7

25
11
7
15
10
7
8
10
7

25
12
8
15
9
7
8
10
6

25
13
8
15
7
7
8
10
7

25
11
6
15
10
7
8
10
7

1,834

1,685

1,594

1,905

1.172 × 108

1.169 × 108

1.172 × 108

1.173 × 108

Crop 1
Crop 2
Crop 3
Crop 4
Crop 5
Crop 6
Crop 7
Crop 8
Crop 9

Irrigation district size (ha)
Expected value of NPV (IR)

2,383
–

The PSO–MC approach was, therefore, used to solve the

but stochastic-EXP has resulted in a smaller irrigation area

stochastic programs. Table 5 presents the results. Column 2,

than that resulting from the deterministic program. Values

pasted from Table 4, refers to the deterministic program for

in the third and the fourth columns of Table 5 clearly

comparison purposes. Results of the stochastic-EXP pro-

show the extent of the difference lying in the use of SD

gram are given in column 3. Given that all 100 hydrologic

order instead of the simple expected value. Columns 3 and

scenarios were embedded in the stochastic programs, the

4 show the difference is limited to a slight reduction in irri-

problem size and the computational load of the PSO–MC

gation district area (about 8%), while no other signiﬁcant

algorithm were much more than those of the deterministic

change occurs in other variables. Meanwhile, the expected

problem.

values of NPV of the programs are different. The solution
of the stochastic-SD program with a smaller expected

Comparison of the types of stochastic order

value of NPV dominates the solutions of stochastic-EXP
and deterministic programs.

Table 5 represents the results of different programs. As pre-

Figure 3(a) compares the CDFs of the NPV resulting

sented in the table, the results of the stochastic-EXP

from the best solution of stochastic-EXP and stochastic-

program are close to those of the deterministic program;

SD. Although the CDFs are very close, the solution of

Figure 3

|

(a) Comparison of CDFs of the objective function of the stochastic-EXP and stochastic-SD programs for their best solution; (b) graphical representation of SSD decision rule.
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stochastic-SD dominates that of stochastic-EXP. A careful

The sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the

evaluation of the stochastic orders used for determining

effect of parameter λ on the EGCL results as presented in

the two solutions shown in Figure 3(a) reveals that stochas-

columns 5 and 6 of Table 5. For λ ¼ 10, the decision-

tic-SD’s solution dominates that of stochastic-EXP based on

maker is more of a risk-taker compared with when λ ¼ 10;

the SSD test. To better understand the SSD decision rule,

therefore, the size of irrigation district has increased by

two symbolic alternatives, i.e., i and j, with their respective

about 20%. In other words, a more risk-taking decision-

CDFs of NPV, i.e., Fi(.) and Fj (.), are shown in Figure 3(b).

maker will choose a larger area of the irrigation district.

As discussed in Equation (2), the SSD test involves an evalu-

As mentioned before, the irrigation district area was the

ation of integration of the CDFs of the two projects’

most sensitive variable among the others. The expected

(alternatives) returns (NPVs). The r.h.s. of the equation rep-

value and the standard deviation of the objective function

resents the cumulative difference between the areas under

(NPV) is depicted in Figure 4(a). As can be observed, the

the two CDFs. The area under Fi(.) bounded by Fj (.) is

expected value sharply increases up to 1,200 ha, then ﬂat-

denoted by A, while B is the area under Fj (.) bounded by

tens and stays rather the same for values in the range of

Fi(.). Consequently, when A is larger than or equal to B, pro-

1,200–1,700 ha and ﬁnally decreases very gently. The behav-

ject i is dominated by project j in the SSD sense. Although

ior of standard deviation cannot be distinctively deﬁned. It

the CDFs of NPV associated with stochastic-SD’s best sol-

forms a zero-value region for 0–1,000 ha followed by a fast

ution and that of stochastic-EXP are very close, their

increasing part and a slow increasing region afterwards. It

relative status is similar to that of alternatives j and i illus-

ﬁnally terminates with a plateau associated with a constant

trated in Figure 3(b). It is worth mentioning that the

value equal to 7.8 × 106 IR. This explains why the more risk-

difference between the two mentioned areas, i.e., A-B, is

taking behavior produces greater optimal values for the area

8

equal to 0.00113434 (10 thousand Rials). Therefore, the sto-

of irrigation district. By increasing the area of irrigation dis-

chastic-SD’s best solution dominates that of stochastic-EXP

trict the variance of NPV increases; thus, a more risk-taking

based on the SSD decision rule. For further details on

decision-maker who thinks positively about the variance of

graphical interpretation of SSD, refer to Tung et al. ().

NPV, between the projects with the same expected value

Similar differences were found when comparing the

of the NPV, will select the project associated with the

results of the program that uses the EGCL order with

bigger variance of NPV. On the other hand, for the values

those of other programs. For example, the EGCL program

of the district area greater than 1,200 ha, an increase of

has resulted in a 30% reduction in the irrigation district

the district area decreases the expected value of NPV. There-

area compared with the stochastic-EXP program. The sto-

fore, the optimal value of the district area is determined

chastic-SD and stochastic-EGCL programs behave more

based on the trade-off between expected value and standard

similarly with a 5% difference in their irrigation areas.

deviation of NPV.

Figure 4

|

Variation of expected value and standard deviation of objective function (a) and sensitivity analysis with respect to parameter λ in EGCL program (b).
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effect on the expected present value of the net beneﬁt used
as the objective function.
The stochastic programs deploying hydrologic uncertainty could reduce the size (area) of the irrigation district

It is worth mentioning that execution run time of the

up to 23–30% when risk-aversion attitude was considered.

PSO–MC solution approach for solving stochastic-SD took

Moreover, the use of stochastic orders based on SD con-

about 20 h using a normal PC (with a Quad CPU, Q8400

cepts, rather than a simple expected value order, reduced

@ 2.67 GHz speed and 3.5 GB of RAM).

the size of the irrigation district further (8%). This reduction
was in excess of the amount that resulted from replacing the
deterministic program with a stochastic program with the

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

stochastic order type of expected value. The increase of parameter λ in the stochastic-EGCL program, by which the risk-

This study explored the effects of three aspects: (1) uncer-

aversion attitude of the decision-maker is controlled, from

tainty of streamﬂow, (2) the use of stochastic orders other

one to ten caused the size of the irrigation district to

than a simple expected value, and (3) the solution approach,

improve by 20% as the decision-maker becomes more risk-

i.e., a gradient-based technique compared with a hybrid sol-

taking.

ution approach, on the optimal design of a reservoir–multi-

It is worth mentioning that the maximization of an econ-

crop irrigation district system. Four nonlinear mathematical

omic objective function was considered in this study.

programs of deterministic, stochastic-EXP, stochastic-SD,

However, the importance of considering other criteria

and stochastic-EGCL were developed in this regard. The

(social, environmental, etc.), which can be approached by

second program uses the simple expected value order,

multi-objective optimization, should be highlighted for

whereas the third and fourth employ the stochastic orders

future contributions.

of the SD and the EGCL, respectively.
The programs were used for optimal design of Hajiarab
Irrigation District located in Ghazvin Province of Iran.
Design variables were the area of irrigation district, the
dam reservoir capacity, and the crop pattern. Two
approaches of SLP and PSO–MC, a combination of PSO
and serially linked linear programs within a MC framework
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were used to solve the programs. SLP was able to solve only
the ﬁrst program of deterministic type, while PSO–MC
could solve all the programs, although reaching the global
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